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Executive Summary  
 
The 2015 Stock Assessment Review (STAR) Panel 1 on assessments of darkblotched rockfish (Sebastes 
crameri) and canary rockfish (Sebastes pinniger) met in Seattle, Washington, from Monday, April 27 to 
Friday, May 1 2015. The meeting was chaired by Tom Jagielo from the Scientific and Statistical 
Committee. The review panel (the Panel) was composed of James Ianelli, NMFS Alaska Fisheries Science 
Center and two scientists affiliated with the Center for Independent Experts: Stuart Reeves and Neil Klaer. 
The meeting generally followed the draft agenda and included presentations by the stock assessment 
teams (STATs) mixed with questions and open discussion. Additional analyses were requested by the 
Panel from the STATs and the results of those were also subsequently presented. The Panel participated 
in the review of each Term of Reference (ToR) for the meeting. After model presentations and general 
discussions, the first four days of the meeting were devoted to the examination of various aspects of the 
models through the request and response process. New information regarding catch history affecting 
canary rockfish in particular resulted in a diversion of effort to resolve those issues – mostly achieved 
outside of the meeting. My own particular interests for the requests was to attempt inclusion of Canadian 
catches in the assessments as sensitivities, to set plausible bounds on natural mortality for inclusion with 
steepness as a principle axis of uncertainty for management advice, and to investigate the minimal 
influence of abundance indices for both models.  
 
Findings for Darkblotched rockfish 
 
The assessment approach as developed using SS3 was technically sound. During the meeting some 
adjustments to the base case were made by time-blocking of selectivity for the individual fishing quota 
(IFQ) portion of the shoreside fishery, and modifying the number of recent years for which recruitment was 
allowed to be estimated. Other than adjustments to the base model configuration already noted, the Panel 
had no specific suggestions for further changes, so the modified base case was the best currently 
available for the provision of management advice. 
 
A catch history for darkblotched rockfish by fishing fleet 1930-2007 in British Columbia (BC) waters is 
available from COSEWIC (2009). During the meeting, a sensitivity analysis was constructed that added 
these BC catches to those in the base model, and assumed average recent catches for the years past 
2007 where BC catches were unavailable. While these catches were relatively low and constant 
throughout the fishery history, they did lower the apparent recent extent of stock rebuilding, because they 
recently make a higher proportion of the total catch. A true combined assessment would require an 
updated catch series and inclusion of composition and index data from BC, so this sensitivity was 
considered as a preliminary investigation only, and did not cause an adjustment of the current base case. 
 
As steepness and natural mortality were both chosen as fixed values (based on meta-analyses), these 
rightly remain as major assessment uncertainties and a recommendation was made by the Panel to use 
both as major axes of uncertainty in presentation of results to management. 
 
The assessment outcome – particularly regarding the level of recent rebuilding – is largely driven by 
catches, and assumptions about steepness and natural mortality. Somewhat unusually, abundance 
indices have little influence on the assessment. Generally, abundance indices cover reasonably short 
periods of the stock history, and any trends shown by abundance indices are consistent with signals in 
composition data and assumptions made about stock productivity. The only available abundance index 
covering recent years has a selectivity pattern that says it is mostly on fish younger than those caught 
commercially. This means that there is no direct measure of recent rebuilding of the adult portion of the 
stock, and any work to commence collection of such a measure, or use of existing data to derive such an 
index would greatly assist with this assessment. Efforts particularly since 2000 to greatly reduce fishing 
mortality on this species are commendable, and rebuilding of the stock after such efforts is to be expected. 
It is unfortunate that the available data and the assessment are unable to provide good precision on the 
current level of rebuilding. Values for steepness and natural mortality chosen for the base case have been 
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justified by the STAT, and the base case does represent the best currently available assessment of the 
status of the fishery for management advice. 
 
I have made some recommendations for procedures and diagnostics regarding bridging analysis and 
comparison of sensitivity analyses that might be considered as additions to standard assessment 
documentation.  
 
 
Findings for Canary rockfish 
 
The spatial assessment approach as developed using SS3 was technically sound. During the meeting 
some adjustments to the base case were made to the base case historical catch series. Other than this 
adjustment to the base model, the Panel had no specific suggestions for further changes, so the modified 
base case was the best currently available for the provision of management advice. 
 
A catch history for canary rockfish by trawl and handline fleet 1930/31-2009/10 in BC waters is available 
from the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) (2010). During the meeting, a sensitivity 
analysis was constructed that added BC catches to those in the base model for Washington. As a 
divergence zone at the northern edge of Vancouver Island likely creates a barrier for pelagic dispersal, the 
portion of available BC catches below the divergence was estimated and used for the sensitivity. Results 
showed that inclusion of these catches does lower the apparent recent extent of stock rebuilding. A true 
combined assessment would require an updated catch series and inclusion of composition and index data 
from BC, so this sensitivity was considered as a preliminary investigation only, and did not cause an 
adjustment of the current base case. 
 
As steepness and natural mortality were both chosen as fixed values (based on meta-analyses), these 
rightly remain as major assessment uncertainties and a recommendation was made by the Panel to use 
both as major axes of uncertainty in presentation of results to management. 
 
The assessment outcome – particularly regarding the level of recent rebuilding – is largely driven by 
catches, and assumptions about steepness and natural mortality. Somewhat unusually, abundance 
indices have little influence on the assessment. Generally, in this assessment, abundance indices cover 
reasonably short periods of the stock history, and any trends shown by abundance indices are consistent 
with signals in composition data and assumptions made about stock productivity. Model results would be 
considerably improved if a reliable abundance index for older fish were available. The WCGBTS survey is 
currently the best available source of abundance information for older fish in recent years as a direct 
measure of the extent of rebuilding, although it has been recognized that the survey infrequently 
encounters canary rockfish, and occasional large catches occur when canary aggregations are 
encountered. Good progress has been made in the development of appropriate analysis methods for 
these types of data.  
 
I have made some recommendations for procedures and diagnostics regarding bridging analysis and 
comparison of sensitivity analyses that might be considered as additions to standard assessment 
documentation.  
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1 Introduction  
 
1.1 Background  
 
The 2015 Stock Assessment Review (STAR) Panel 1 on assessments of darkblotched rockfish 
(Sebastes crameri) and Canary rockfish (Sebastes pinniger) met in Seattle, Washington, from 
Monday, April 27 to Friday, May 1 2015. The meeting was chaired by Tom Jagielo from the 
Scientific and Statistical Committee. The review panel (the Panel) was composed of James 
Ianelli, NMFS Alaska Fisheries Science Center and two scientists affiliated with the Center for 
Independent Experts (CIE): Stuart Reeves and Neil Klaer.  
 
Draft stock assessment reports as well as all associated background documents were made 
available via a public FTP site to the Panel on 14 April prior to the review meeting. During the 
meeting, all documents were available electronically via the same FTP site, and additional 
documents and presentations made during the meeting were also posted there. 
 
The meeting generally followed the draft agenda and included presentations by the stock 
assessment teams (STATs) mixed with questions and open discussion. Additional analyses were 
requested by the Panel from the STATs and the results of those were also subsequently 
presented. A summary of those requests, rationale and STAT responses is contained in the Stock 
Assessment Review (STAR) Panel Meeting Reports for each species. The Panel participated in 
the review of each Term of Reference (ToR) for the meeting. 
 
1.2 Review Activities  
 
After model presentations and general discussions, the first four days of the meeting were 
devoted to the examination of various aspects of the models through the request and response 
process. New information regarding catch history affecting canary rockfish in particular resulted in 
a diversion of effort to resolve those issues – mostly achieved outside of the meeting. My own 
particular interests for the requests was to attempt inclusion of Canadian catches in the 
assessments as sensitivities, to set plausible bounds on natural mortality inclusion with steepness 
as a principle axis of uncertainty for management advice, and to investigate the minimal influence 
of abundance indices for both models. Draft STAR Panel Meeting for Reports were completed on 
the last day, and edited during the two weeks following the meeting via email. 
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2 Review of assessments of Darkblotched and Canary rockfish 
 
2.1 Terms of reference  
 
The Panel considered the assessments in light of the terms of reference provided as follows: 
 
1.  Become familiar with the draft stock assessment documents, data inputs, and analytical 

models along with other pertinent information (e.g. previous assessments and STAR panel 
report when available) prior to review panel meeting. 

 
2. Discuss the technical merits and deficiencies of the input data and analytical methods 

during the open review panel meeting. 
 
3. Evaluate model assumptions, estimates, and major sources of uncertainty. 
 
4. Provide constructive suggestions for current improvements if technical deficiencies or 

major sources of uncertainty are identified. 
 
5. Determine whether the science reviewed is considered to be the best scientific information 

available. 
 
6. When possible, provide specific suggestions for future improvements in any relevant 

aspects of data collection and treatment, modeling approaches and technical issues, 
differentiating between the short-term and longer-term time frame. 

 
7. Provide a brief description on panel review proceedings highlighting pertinent discussions, 

issues, effectiveness, and recommendations. 
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2.2 Findings by term of reference for Darkblotched rockfish 
 
The comments below refer to aspects that were examined during the meeting, but include my 
own additional commentary for preparation of this CIE report. 
 
 
2.2.1 Become familiar with the draft stock assessment documents, data inputs, and 
analytical models along with other pertinent information (e.g. previous assessments and 
STAR panel report when available) prior to review panel meeting.  
 
The PFMC (2014) Status of the Pacific Coast Groundfish Fishery: Stock Assessment and Fishery 
Evaluation report provides a very useful summary of the distribution and life history, and stock 
status and management history for the rockfish species. The previous assessment and 
associated STAR panel and CIE reports provide a useful starting point for the evaluation of 
progress by the STAT in addressing previous concerns, and for noting those that remain. The 
inclusion of a specific section in the draft assessment document regarding how previous 
recommendations have been addressed is commendable. 
 
  
2.2.2 Discuss the technical merits and deficiencies of the input data and analytical 
methods during the open review panel meeting. 
 
Stock boundary 
 
Background documents state that based upon genetic information and the absence of large gaps 
in catches, there are no clear stock delineations for darkblotched rockfish in US waters. The 
distribution of the species continues north of US waters where they are still common off British 
Columbia (BC). Some justification for treating the US stock as a unit without consideration of the 
species beyond the US border is required. Factors such as the species being demersal and 
unlikely to migrate long distances and evidence of genetic sub-structuring of the US stock 
(Richards and Laroche 1979) support the current stock delineation of the assessed stock. The 
effect of a potential wider spawning stock on pelagic larval recruitment and therefore contribution 
to the US spawning stock biomass is unknown at present.  
 
A catch history for darkblotched rockfish by fishing fleet 1930-2007 in BC waters is available from 
COSEWIC (2009). During the meeting, a sensitivity analysis was constructed that added these 
BC catches to those in the base model, and assumed average recent catches for the years past 
2007 where BC catches were unavailable. While these catches were relatively low and constant 
throughout the fishery history, they did lower the apparent recent extent of stock rebuilding 
because they recently make a higher proportion of the total catch. A true combined assessment 
would require an updated catch series and inclusion of composition and index data from BC, so 
this sensitivity was considered as a preliminary investigation only, and did not cause an 
adjustment of the current base case.   
 
Catches 
 
Darkblotched rockfish are caught mainly by trawl and as part of a complex of species (Pacific 
ocean perch, splitnose rockfish, yellowmouth rockfish and sharpchin rockfish). They have mainly 
been caught since the mid-late 1940’s by both domestic and foreign fleets (although foreign 
fishing ended by the mid 1980s). Both the proportion of recorded combined rockfish catches that 
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were darkblotched, and the total rockfish catch is uncertain to differing degrees depending on the 
period and source. The non-trawl commercial catch has increased its relative proportion of the 
total catch from 20% in the mid-1990s to 25-40% more recently of a smaller total. Recreational 
catch was less than 10% of the total catch prior to 1995 and has fluctuated from about 20-50% of 
the total catch in recent years 2006-2014. 
 
 
2.2.3 Evaluate model assumptions, estimates, and major sources of uncertainty. 
 
The assessment approach as developed using SS3 was technically sound. During the meeting 
some adjustments to the base case were made by time-blocking of selectivity for the IFQ portion 
of the shoreside fishery, and modifying the number of recent years for which recruitment was 
allowed to be estimated. The Panel concluded that information was available to allow recruitment 
to be estimated to the second last year (2013) as the composition data provided some information 
on age 0 in 2013 and 1 in 2014, but none or very little for age 0 in 2014. 
 
High and low historical catch scenarios were developed by the STAT as sensitivity analyses. 
Further work can be done to better capture uncertainty in historical catches as this remains as a 
considerable uncertainty for the darkblotched assessment. 
 
The assessment outcome – particularly regarding the level of recent rebuilding – is largely driven 
by catches, and assumptions about steepness and natural mortality. Somewhat unusually, 
abundance indices have little influence on the assessment. Generally, abundance indices cover 
reasonably short periods of the stock history, and any trends shown by abundance indices are 
consistent with signals in composition data and assumptions made about stock productivity. The 
only available abundance index covering recent years has a selectivity pattern that says it is 
mostly on fish younger than those caught commercially. This means that there is no direct 
measure of recent rebuilding of the adult portion of the stock, and any work to commence 
collection of such a measure, or use of existing data to derive such an index would greatly assist 
with this assessment. Efforts particularly since 2000 to greatly reduce fishing mortality on this 
species are commendable, and rebuilding of the stock after such efforts is to be expected. It is 
unfortunate that the available data and the assessment are unable to provide good precision on 
the current level of rebuilding. Values for steepness and natural mortality chosen for the base 
case have been justified by the STAT, and the base case does represent the best currently 
available assessment of the status of the fishery for management advice.  
 
As steepness and natural mortality were both chosen as fixed values (based on meta-analyses), 
these rightly remain as major assessment uncertainties and a recommendation was made by the 
Panel to use both as major axes of uncertainty in presentation of results to management. 
 
An objective procedure was used to determine bounds for steepness for an axis of uncertainty 
based on the available prior distribution. Other CIE reviews that I have been involved with also 
examined projections as part of the review – which was not done here, possibly because of the 
need for rebuilding analysis. Uncertainty in natural mortality has the potential for quite different 
influence on projection results to steepness. An objective procedure for the choice of bounds for 
natural mortality was unavailable so a pragmatic decision was taken to choose bounding M 
values that obtained the same current depletion levels as bounding steepness values. Such a 
choice specifically restricts the influence of uncertainty in natural mortality to projection results 
alone. Further work on an objective procedure for choosing bounds on natural mortality is 
required. 
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Evidence for model convergence was based on jittering starting values for estimated parameters. 
Additional evidence is provided by the smooth transitions of the likelihood profiles. The Panel 
agreed that acceptable evidence of convergence was provided.  
 
There is a systematic lack of fit by the base case to the right hand side of length compositions 
from surveys and the at-sea 
 
 hake fishery. The fit for both length and age compositions is more acceptable for the domestic 
fishery (from which the fishery removals are mostly modeled). Further work is required to 
determine whether alternative functional forms for selectivity or changes in other aspects of the 
model might better resolve this difficulty. 
 
Standardized procedures for relative weighting within and across different data sources 
(particularly length and age composition, age at length composition and abundance indices) is still 
an active area of current research. The STAT has used currently recommended procedures. 
 
A retrospective analysis was provided that caused some discussion during the meeting, as the 
addition of the most recent year of data caused a change in the model output that was not evident 
for longer peels. The cause of the pattern was determined to be 2014 NWFSC composition data. 
The STAT pointed out that such a pattern is not uncommon for other stocks when new data are 
incorporated. Changes due to the addition of 2014 data were within the bounds of uncertainty 
from other sources (principally steepness and natural mortality) so this was not seen as an issue 
that required a change to the base case. How to interpret and what to do about retrospective 
patterns is an active area of current research (e.g. Hurtado-Ferro et al. 2014).  
 
 
2.2.4 Provide constructive suggestions for current improvements if technical deficiencies 
or major sources of uncertainty are identified. 
 
Other than adjustments to the base model configuration already noted, the Panel had no specific 
suggestions for further changes, so the modified base case was the best currently available for 
the provision of management advice. 
 
 
2.2.5 Determine whether the science reviewed is considered to be the best scientific 
information available. 
 
Responses to earlier review recommendations 
 
A required section of the draft stock assessment document is responses to STAR panel 
recommendations from the most recent previous assessment. The STAT adequately responded 
to most of those recommendations. Those that remain to be further address were the 
development of a prior for M for use directly in the assessment, continued collection of maturity 
samples, further exploration of latitudinal differences in life history traits, evaluation of the impact 
of not including any Canadian portion of the population abundance, continued research on meta-
analyses for steepness and natural mortality, and the development of a fully Bayesian 
assessment. 
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Requests and responses during the meeting 
 
The Panel requested additional model runs as part of its review. However none of those runs 
resulted in new information that required a change to the base case, except in the modification of 
the final year to allow the model to estimate recruitment. The Panel considers the modified base 
case as presented during the meeting to adequately capture the best available science and the 
status of the stock. 
 
 
2.2.6 When possible, provide specific suggestions for future improvements in any relevant 
aspects of data collection and treatment, modeling approaches and technical issues, 
differentiating between the short-term and longer-term time frame. 
 
Assessment documentation (short-term) 
 
It would assist in the review process if reviewers were routinely given access to model source 
code so that they can run the draft base case prior to the review for themselves if they wish – 
particularly for SS assessments. It has been good practice to include the starter, data and control 
files in the draft assessment documentation so that settings can be examined directly in the 
document. However, there is advantage for reviewers to run the model and examine r4ss output – 
particularly as it may include diagnostics and plots that are not included in the draft assessment 
document. As SS is constantly under development, it may also be the case (as here) that the SS 
version used is more recent than that available publicly from the NOAA toolbox. A simple solution 
would be to provide the draft base model source files and also the SS version used on the FTP 
site used for the review, at the same time as documents are made available prior to the meeting. 
 
Standard inclusions in stock assessment documentation (short-term) 
 
The Terms of Reference for the Groundfish and Coastal Pelagic Species Stock Assessment 
Review by the Pacific Fishery Management Council (September 2014) provides a good outline for 
stock assessment documents (Appendix B) that ensures consistency for draft assessments. 
While I hesitate to add to the standard requirements, and therefore the work required of the STAT 
prior to review, there are a couple of items that could be considered, regarding bridging analysis 
and tables for comparison of sensitivity analyses.  
 
Where assessments are regularly made for the same species using the same modeling 
framework, as for darkblotched and SS here, an opportunity arises to comprehensively and 
transparently provide an audit trail on model changes since the last assessment – commonly 
called a bridging analysis. Some such information was provided by the STAT for darkblotched, 
but not in full detail. We use a detailed bridging process in Australia for the national assessment 
of species in a multi-species trawl fishery, and it has proved to be useful in a number of occasions 
in assessments I’ve worked on. For example, I was required to explain to industry in detail why 
the removal of a penalty on maximum annual F values in an assessment was justified, as it did 
create an overall change in the stock trend. Our bridging analysis involves examination of 
absolute spawning biomass and recruitment trends over time after the application of sequential 
changes to model source code version revision, structural assumptions, changes to fixed 
parameter values or priors, and the inclusion of recent data (source by source where possible – 
catch, index, age and length composition by fleet). This provides a continuum from the previous 
assessment to the current base case. Such a process (or an improvement on it) could be 
considered in the future for any regular SS assessments in the US. It is understood that a detailed 
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bridging analysis may not be required if the absolute biomass and recruitment series have 
changed little from one assessment to the next, but experience says that this is rarely the case.  
 
For comparison and evaluation of sensitivity analyses it has become standard practice elsewhere 
to construct tables as detailed for the canary assessment that I think should be considered as 
standard procedure. The darkblotched assessment did provide this information for individual 
sensitivities, but not as tables for all sensitivities.  
 
Examination of model input data (short-term) 
 
A specific meeting to examine and sign off on assessment input data prior to the development of 
draft stock assessments would assist in the prevention of data issues becoming apparent later in 
the process – as occurred during this review particularly for canary rockfish. I understand that 
such meetings were held in the past, but the current process relies on good communication 
among individuals across the variety of federal and state organizations responsible for the various 
data sources. A specific data meeting could examine information across a broad range of species 
due for assessment, and would also assist with the development of more specific documentation 
of protocols used to compile best available data sets for stock assessment, and also begin work 
on procedures for the development of alternative series that capture uncertainty – particularly for 
historical catch and discards. 
 
Abundance index for adult fish as an indicator of rebuilding (short-term) 
 
The current darkblotched assessment has the selectivity for the NWFSC shelf-slope survey as 
semi-dome-shaped, with the peak at size less than that caught by the commercial fisheries. Some 
work should be directed towards further justification of why the survey appears to be such a poor 
indicator of the abundance of older fish. As the current base model structure has no direct 
measure of recent rebuilding of the adult portion of the stock, any work to commence collection of 
such a measure, or use of existing data to derive such an index would greatly assist with this 
assessment. 
 
Further investigation of appropriate values for natural mortality and steepness (short/medium 
term) 
 
Basic life history research may help to resolve assessment uncertainties regarding appropriate 
values for natural mortality and steepness. 
 
 
2.2.7 Provide a brief description on panel review proceedings highlighting pertinent 
discussions, issues, effectiveness, and recommendations. 
 
Terms of Reference and assignment of reporting duties  
 
The agenda had assignment of reporting duties for the first day. As the proceedings tend to 
concentrate on STAR Panel requests and responses for the first four days, with drafting of the 
report on the last day, the assignment of duties concentrated more specifically on the recording of 
the Panel requests and responses. As this duty is better done by someone more familiar with 
local practices, Jim Ianelli volunteered to do this recording for both species. While this recording 
is certainly required, it may not necessarily require a member of the review panel to do this task. 
At other US independent reviews I have been involved with, the terms of reference for the review 
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are more specifically broken down into sections that look at (1) appropriateness of the compilation 
and use of available input data, (2) appropriate and best practice in application of the assessment 
model and (3) appropriate capture of data and model uncertainty in recommendations for 
management. Given such clear delimitation of aspects of the assessment that require comment in 
the final report, on the first day it makes for efficient use of all reviewers in assigning the drafting 
of comments on these aspects separately to different reviewers, depending on their expertise. 
That allows a better compilation of comments about most important aspects of the stock 
assessment on the final day when drafting the report. While the final report for this meeting did 
capture the important aspects of items (1) to (3) above, I feel that if efforts were made to address 
each of them more specifically in a directed way throughout the meeting, the review would have 
been improved. 
 
Agreement on the STAR Panel Meeting Report  
 
All three Panel reviewers and the Chair provided consensus on the language that appears in the 
STAR Panel Meeting Report. 
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2.3 Findings by term of reference for Canary rockfish 
 
The comments below refer to aspects that were examined during the meeting, but include my 
own additional commentary for preparation of this CIE report. 
 
 
2.3.1 Become familiar with the draft stock assessment documents, data inputs, and 
analytical models along with other pertinent information (e.g. previous assessments and 
STAR panel report when available) prior to review panel meeting.  
 
The PFMC (2014) Status of the Pacific Coast Groundfish Fishery: Stock Assessment and Fishery 
Evaluation report provides a very useful summary of the distribution and life history, and stock 
status and management history for the rockfish species. The previous assessment and 
associated STAR panel and CIE reports provide a useful starting point for the evaluation of 
progress by the STAT in addressing previous concerns, and for noting those that remain. The 
inclusion of a specific section in the draft assessment document regarding how previous 
recommendations have been addressed is commendable. 
 
  
2.3.2 Discuss the technical merits and deficiencies of the input data and analytical 
methods during the open review panel meeting. 
 
Stock boundary 
 
The distribution of the species continues north of US waters where they are still common off 
British Columbia (and also occur in Alaska and Mexico). Biological characteristics of canary 
rockfish in Canadian waters are consistent with the US west coast. The effect of a potential wider 
stock on pelagic larvae and therefore contribution to the US west coast spawning stock biomass 
is unknown at present. Limited tagging research has shown canary movements of up to hundreds 
of kilometers.  
 
A catch history for canary rockfish by trawl and handline fleet from 1930/31-2009/10 in BC waters 
is available from the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) (2010). During the 
meeting, a sensitivity analysis was constructed that added BC catches to those in the base model 
for Washington. As a divergence zone at the northern edge of Vancouver Island likely creates a 
barrier for pelagic dispersal, the portion of available BC catches below the divergence was 
estimated and used for the sensitivity. Results showed that inclusion of these catches does lower 
the apparent recent extent of stock rebuilding. A true combined assessment would require an 
updated catch series and inclusion of composition and index data from BC, so this sensitivity was 
considered as a preliminary investigation only, and did not cause an adjustment of the current 
base case.   
 
Catches 
 
Canary rockfish are caught mainly by trawl historically and often with bocaccio, sharpchin, 
yelloweye, yellowtail, silvergray and widow rockfishes, and lingcod. They have mainly been 
caught since the mid-late 1940’s by both domestic and foreign fleets. Estimation of total canary 
rockfish historical landed catch by fleet is uncertain, particularly as earlier sources recorded 
species complexes – rockfish, or rockfish other than Pacific ocean perch. Good efforts have been 
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made in California and Oregon in recent years to create more definitive species-specific historical 
catch reconstructions. Such effort is still required for Washington.    
 
Discards 
 
Discard rates for all fleets in the draft assessment were assumed to be 0.05 for all fleets prior to 
2002. Discard rates by area (California (CA)/Oregon (OR)/Washington (WA)) were relatively 
similar, in the order of 0.30 in 2002, 0.70 in 2008, and declining to 0.01 in 2014. Non-trawl discard 
rates for CA and OR were at or near 1.0 from 2002-2014, and about 0.25 declining to 0.01 in WA.  
 
Adjustments to base case catch history during the meeting 
 
Due to discussions and updated information that came to light during the meeting, the base case 
catch series was adjusted to account for alternative discard rates through history to better 
account for management decisions, replacement of Oregon recreational catches for 2004 – 2014 
and removal of BC and Alaskan catches from the WA region. It is undesirable that such 
information becomes available late in the assessment process, and there are notes below 
recommending an improved data evaluation process prior to commencement of assessments. 
 
 
2.3.3 Evaluate model assumptions, estimates, and major sources of uncertainty. 
 
It was agreed that the assessment approach as developed using SS3 was technically sound. 
During the meeting some adjustments to the base case historical catch series were made as 
detailed above. 
 
Examination of the effect of catch uncertainty on assessment results 
 
High and low historical catch scenarios were not specifically developed by the STAT as 
sensitivities as part of the draft assessment document, although various sensitivities were 
examined during the meeting (alternate WA, Base + foreign N->S, Base + BC catches). Further 
work can be done to better capture uncertainty in historical catches as this remains as a 
considerable uncertainty for the canary assessment. 
 
Spatial structure 
 
Spatial structure was introduced for this assessment to take advantage of tracking spatial 
differences in stock dynamics due to different exploitation histories among areas, and as a first 
step towards a combined US/Canadian assessment. The STAT demonstrated an improved fit to 
available data through introduction of spatial structure, and resulting biomass trends among 
areas, while similar, did show some differences. Comparison of spatial and non-spatial model 
results showed that the spatial model did not greatly change the overall biomass trend or current 
stock status. Assignment of catch to spatial strata according to port of landing is an imperfect 
procedure, but no improved alternative was suggested. The Panel was unable to find flaws with 
the approach, and the spatial version of the assessment is the best currently available for the 
provision of management advice. 
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Absence of old females (>50y) 
 
It has been assumed that there is an increased natural mortality at older ages for females. 
Considerable uncertainty remains regarding the most appropriate method to account for the lack 
of older females in the stock (either by age-specific change in M for older females, or selectivity 
effects). 
 
Recent rebuilding 
 
The assessment outcome – particularly regarding the level of recent rebuilding – is largely driven 
by catches, and assumptions about steepness and natural mortality. Somewhat unusually, 
abundance indices have little influence on the assessment. Generally, in this assessment, 
abundance indices cover reasonably short periods of the stock history, and any trends shown by 
abundance indices are consistent with signals in composition data and assumptions made about 
stock productivity. Model results would be considerably improved if a reliable abundance index for 
older fish were available. The WCGBTS survey is currently the best available source of 
abundance information for older fish in recent years as a direct measure of the extent of 
rebuilding, although it has been recognized that the survey infrequently encounters canary 
rockfish, and occasional large catches occur when canary aggregations are encountered. Good 
progress has been made in the development of appropriate analysis methods for these types of 
data. Selectivity for this survey was modeled as potentially dome shaped, but the fitted result was 
asymptotic. The overall trend for the survey is flat to declining from 2003 to 2013, with an 
increase in 2014. While the base model available biomass for this index falls mostly within the 
95% confidence interval for the index, there are considerable systematic patterns in residuals.   
 
Steepness and natural mortality 
 
As steepness and natural mortality were both chosen as fixed values (based on meta-analyses), 
these rightly remain as major assessment uncertainties and a recommendation was made by the 
Panel to use both as major axes of uncertainty in presentation of results to management. 
 
An objective procedure was used to determine bounds for steepness for an axis of uncertainty 
based on the available prior distribution. Other CIE reviews that I have been involved with also 
examined projections as part of the review – which was not done here, possibly because of the 
need for rebuilding analysis. Uncertainty in natural mortality has the potential for quite different 
influence on projection results to steepness. An objective procedure for the choice of bounds for 
natural mortality was unavailable so a pragmatic decision was taken to choose bounding M 
values that obtained the same current depletion levels as bounding steepness values. Such a 
choice specifically restricts the influence of uncertainty in natural mortality to projection results 
alone. Further work on an objective procedure for choosing bounds on natural mortality is 
required. 
 
Model convergence 
   
Evidence for model convergence was based on jittering starting values for estimated parameters. 
Additional evidence is provided by the smooth transitions of the likelihood profiles. The Panel 
agreed that acceptable evidence of convergence was provided.  
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Relative data weighting 
 
Standardised procedures for relative weighting within and across different data sources 
(particularly length and age composition, age at length composition and abundance indices) is still 
an active area of current research. The STAT has used currently recommended procedures and 
demonstrated that alternative methods had little influence on model results. 
 
 
2.3.4 Provide constructive suggestions for current improvements if technical deficiencies 
or major sources of uncertainty are identified. 
 
Other than adjustments to the base model input data already noted, the Panel had no specific 
suggestions for further changes. The modified base case is the best currently available for the 
provision of management advice. 
 
 
2.3.5 Determine whether the science reviewed is considered to be the best scientific 
information available. 
 
Responses to earlier review recommendations 
 
A required section of the draft stock assessment document is responses to STAR panel 
recommendations from the most recent previous assessment. Earlier recommendations that 
remain to be further address were: consideration of Canadian and Alaskan catches, 
comprehensive historical catch reconstruction for Washington, a joint US/Canadian assessment, 
establishment of a meta database of all data relevant to groundfish stock assessment, 
establishment of accessible online databases of all raw data relevant to groundfish assessments, 
establishment of a database of historical groundfish catch histories that include best estimates 
and also estimates of uncertainty. 
 
Requests and responses during the meeting 
 
The Panel requested additional model runs as part of the review. However, none of those runs 
resulted in new information that required a change to the base case, except in the modification of 
the historical catch series. The modified base case as presented during the meeting adequately 
employs the best available science to determine the status of the stock. 
 
 
2.3.6 When possible, provide specific suggestions for future improvements in any relevant 
aspects of data collection and treatment, modeling approaches and technical issues, 
differentiating between the short-term and longer-term time frame. 
 
Assessment documentation (short-term) 
 
It would assist in the review process if reviewers were routinely given access to model source 
code so that they can run the draft base case prior to the review for themselves if they wish – 
particularly for SS assessments. It has been good practice to include the starter, data and control 
files in the draft assessment documentation so that settings can be examined directly in the 
document. However, there is advantage for reviewers to run the model and examine r4ss output – 
particularly as it may include diagnostics and plots that are not included in the draft assessment 
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document. As SS is constantly under development, it may also be the case (as here) that the SS 
version used is more recent than that available publicly from the NOAA toolbox. A simple solution 
would be to provide the draft base model source files and also the SS version used on the FTP 
site used for the review, at the same time as documents are made available prior to the meeting. 
 
Standard inclusions in stock assessment documentation (short-term) 
 
The Terms of Reference for the Groundfish and Coastal Pelagic Species Stock Assessment 
Review by the Pacific Fishery Management Council (September 2014) provides a good outline for 
stock assessment documents (Appendix B) that ensures consistency for draft assessments. 
While I hesitate to add to the standard requirements and therefore the work required of the STAT 
prior to review, there are a couple of items that could be considered, regarding bridging analysis 
and tables for comparison of sensitivity analyses.  
 
A simple bridging analysis was provided by the STAT for canary rockfish, but a more complete 
analysis as I have detailed under 2.2.6 for the darkblotched assessment should be considered as 
a potential standard practice.  
 
For comparison and evaluation of sensitivity analyses it has become standard practice elsewhere 
to construct tables such as those exampled below. I find such tables to be useful, and the 
construction of them could be considered as a specific requirement as part of the assessment 
outline within the ToR. My own preference is to examine pre-lambda likelihood components as a 
difference from the base model, but I understand that there may be further discussion on how this 
might be done if it was implemented as a standard procedure. The production of these tables 
could be automated to some extent via r4ss, to save cutting and pasting into a spreadsheet from 
various output files.  
 
 
 

Case   SSB0 SSB2014 SSB2014/SSB0 M RBC2014 RBClongterm 
                

0 base case 20:35:43 h 0.75 M est 9,321 4,200 0.45 0.2367 1,146 1,106 
1 steepness h 0.65 9,625 4,051 0.42 0.2399 

 
1,034 

2 steepness h 0.85 9,097 4,334 0.48 0.2344 
 

1,164 
3 natural mortality M 0.19 9,243 2,919 0.32 0.1900 

 
872 

4 natural mortality M 0.27 9,659 5,235 0.54 0.2700 
 

1,319 
5 age comp weighting 0.5 8,963 3,865 0.43 0.2375 

 
1,051 

6 age comp weighting 2 9,311 4,366 0.47 0.2358 
 

1,117 
7 age comp weighting 4 9,331 4,718 0.51 0.2333 

 
1,117 

8 length comp weighting 0.5 9,132 3,816 0.42 0.2340 
 

1,087 
9 length comp weighting 2 9,016 4,490 0.50 0.2418 

 
1,077 

10 recruitment to 2007/08 9,507 4,685 0.49 0.2379 
 

1,134 
11 no FIS 9,699 5,210 0.54 0.2422 

 
1,179 

Note: the 2014 RBC value is only shown for fully tuned models. 
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Case   Likelihood             

    TOTAL Survey+CPUE 
Length 
comp 

Age 
comp Recdevs Parm_priors Other 

0 
base case 20:35:43 h 0.75 
M est 3523.13 -17.40 214.85 3337.11 -11.69 0.26 0.00 

1 steepness h 0.65 1.15 -0.01 0.22 0.32 0.49 0.13 0.00 
2 steepness h 0.85 -0.80 0.03 -0.17 -0.22 -0.34 -0.10 0.00 
3 natural mortality M 0.19 55.02 -0.83 2.39 52.19 1.28 -0.01 0.00 
4 natural mortality M 0.27 18.69 1.04 -0.37 17.77 0.22 0.03 0.00 
5 age comp weighting 0.5 218.11 -0.25 -19.01 235.15 2.02 0.20 0.00 
6 age comp weighting 2 -113.41 0.71 17.48 -131.59 0.05 -0.07 0.00 
7 age comp weighting 4 -158.29 1.95 31.91 -193.64 1.58 -0.10 0.00 
8 length comp weighting 0.5 -102.75 -1.34 20.02 -120.08 -1.28 -0.07 0.00 
9 length comp weighting 2 251.57 1.75 -23.94 269.02 4.52 0.23 0.00 

10 recruitment to 2007/08 0.85 0.32 0.46 -0.29 0.35 0.01 0.00 
11 no FIS -1.23 5.85 -1.06 -6.96 0.94 0.00 0.00 

 
 
Examination of model input data (short-term) 
 
A specific meeting to examine and sign off on assessment input data prior to the development of 
draft stock assessments would assist in the prevention of data issues becoming apparent later in 
the process – as occurred during this review particularly for canary rockfish. I understand that 
such meetings were held in the past, but the current process relies on good communication 
among individuals across the variety of federal and state organizations responsible for the various 
data sources. A specific data meeting could examine information across a broad range of species 
due for assessment, and would also assist with the development of more specific documentation 
of protocols used to compile best available data sets for stock assessment, and also begin work 
on procedures for the development of alternative series that capture uncertainty – particularly for 
historical catch and discards. 
 
Continue work towards a joint US/Canadian assessment (short-term) 
 
Incorporation of the best available Canadian composition, abundance index and catch data is 
required for the construction of a joint model. A decision also needs to be made regarding the 
best northern limit to use for the stock, potentially the Vancouver Island divergence zone. 
 
Develop a more reliable index of adult abundance as an indicator of rebuilding (short/medium 
term) 
 
Through examination of existing data (logbook?), or the commencement of a new survey (hook 
and line has been suggested by the STAT). 
 
Further investigation of appropriate values for natural mortality and steepness (short/medium 
term) 
 
Basic life history research may help to resolve assessment uncertainties regarding appropriate 
values for natural mortality and steepness, and how to best account for the apparent loss of older 
females in the population. 
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Continued improvement of the spatial model (short/medium term) 
 
As suggested by the STAT, new tagging studies would be a good approach to determine 
movement rates among areas for inclusion in the model. Additional work on the geospatial index 
may better resolve differences in abundance trends among areas. An additional uncertainty made 
apparent by the spatial model is allocation of input data to individual areas. There was some 
concern that allocation according to port of landing may not be appropriate, and any further work 
to improve spatial assignment of data would be beneficial. 
 
Standard diagnostics for spatial models (medium-term) 
 
A recent paper by Punt et al. (2015) highlights that adding spatial model structural components 
(allowing separate stock dynamics by area, including distdevs, area-specific selectivity, allowing 
mixing) have the potential for the introduction of bias. How far this process should be taken 
depends on available data. There is a question of what standard diagnostics might assist with 
making the decision on how far to go with a spatial analysis, and what structural aspects are 
supported by available data. Punt et al. (2015) state that “we propose conducting sensitivity 
analyses based on several model configurations to select the appropriate structure for an 
assessment” and “the capacity to examine model residuals spatially remains valuable for inferring 
problems with model specification”. What additional standard diagnostics (specifically that could 
be added to r4ss) might assist with this is an open question. New spatial models are likely to 
become more commonly proposed as the best currently available, and standard objective 
procedures for evaluation of spatial models are a work in progress. 
 
 
2.3.7 Provide a brief description on panel review proceedings highlighting pertinent 
discussions, issues, effectiveness, and recommendations. 
 
Terms of Reference and assignment of reporting duties  
 
Additional detail on this item has been provided under 2.2.7 for darkblotched rockfish. 
 
Agreement on the STAR Panel Meeting Report  
 
All three Panel reviewers and the Chair provided consensus on the language that appears in the 
STAR Panel Meeting Report. 
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Appendix 2:  A copy of the CIE Statement of Work 
 

Statement of Work 

Ex er al e e e  Peer evie  y e e er or e e e  Ex er  

oc  e e  evie  T  Pa el 1 

co e o  or  a  E Proce  The ational a ine i he ie  e vice   ice o  
cience an  Technology coo dinate  and manage  a cont act p oviding exte nal expe ti e 

th ough the Cente  o  ndependent Expe t  C E  to conduct independent pee  evie  o   
cienti ic p oject . The tatement o  Wo k oW  de c ibed he ein a  e tabli hed by the  
oject Contact and Cont acting ice  Technical Rep e entative C TR , and evie ed by 

C E o  compliance ith thei  policy o  p oviding independent expe ti e that can p ovide 
impa tial and independent pee  evie  ithout con lict  o  inte e t. C E evie e  a e elected 
by the C E tee ing Committee and C E Coo dination Team to conduct the independent pee  
evie  o   cience in compliance the p edete mined Te m  o  Re e ence ToR  o  t e 

pee  evie . Each C E evie e  i  co t acted to delive  an independent pee  evie  epo t to be 
app oved by the C E tee ing Committee and the epo t i  to be o matted ith content 
equi ement  a  peci ied in ex 1. Thi  oW de c ibe  the o k ta k  and delive able  o  

the C E evie e  o  conducting an in ependent pee  evie  o  the ollo ing  p oject. 
u the  in o mation on the C E p oce  can be obtained om www.cie eview .o g. 

Pro ec  e cri io  
The ational a ine i he ie  e vice and the aci ic i he y anagement Council ill hold ou  
tock a e ment evie  T R  panel  and potentially one mop up panel i  needed, to evaluate 

and evie  benchma k a e ment  o  aci ic coa t g ound i h tock . The goal  and objective  
o  the g ou d i h T R p oce  a e to: 

1  en u e that tock a e ment  ep e ent the be t available cienti ic in o matio  and 
acilitate the u e o  thi  in o mation by the Council to adopt L , BC , CL , , 

and CT ; 
2  meet the mandate  o  the agnu on teven  i he ie  Con e vation and anageme t ct 

 and othe  legal equi ement ; 
3  ollo  a detailed calenda  and ul ill explicit e pon ibilitie  o  all pa ticipant  to p duce 

equi ed epo t  and outcome ; 
4  p ovide an independent exte nal evie  o  tock a e ment ; 
5  inc ea e unde tanding and acceptance o  tock a e ment  and pee  evie  y all 

membe  o  the Council amil ; 
6  ide ti y e ea ch needed to imp ove a e ment , evie , and i he y management in the 

utu e; and 
7  u e a e ment and evie  e ou ce  e ectively and e iciently. 

Benchma k tock a e ment  ill be conducted and evie ed o  da kblotched and cana y 
ock i he . Both pecie  have been decla ed ove i hed and have been managed o  ove  a 

decade unde  ebuilding plan . The la t benchma k tock a e ment o  da kblotched ock i h 
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a  conducted in 2013, and it indicated that the e t coa t tock a  at 36 pe cent o  the 
unexploite  level. o eca t  indicated that the tock a  likely to each it  ebuilding ta get 

ithin the next e  yea . t appea  that the modeled imp ovement in tock tatu  om p io  
a e ment  can be att ibuted p ima ily to: 1  educed i hing mo tality ince the on et o  the 
ebuilding p og am in 2000, 2  in e ence  that ollo  om mo e avo able pe ception  o  
teepne , ecundity, and age at matu ity o  the tock, and 3  length and age data indicating 
elatively la ge ec uitment  in 1999, 2000 and 2008. The aci ic i he y anagement Council  
cienti ic a d tati tical Committee C  ecommended a ull benchma k a e ment be 

conducted o  da kblotched ock i h o that model en itivity to the t eatment o  unce tain 
pa amete  can be u the  explo ed du ing thi  a e ment cycle. 

The la t benchma k tock a e ment o  cana y ock i h a  conducted in 2007 ith ub equent 
update  in 2009 and 2011. The W C anticipate  ub tantial imp ovement  to the t eatment 
and inclu i n o  data and modeling o  the a e ment o  thi  tock. lthough cana y i  not 
expected to ini h ebuilding o  man  decade , the tock i  a ve y impo tant one that c eate  
bycatch challenge  o  eve al ecto  o  the comme cial and ec eational i hing leet  along the 

e t coa t. Becau e the cope o  change  ithin a e ment update  i  highly e t icted, a ull 
a e ment i  needed in o de  to tho o ghly examine and evie  t uctu al and data choice  o  
modeling thi  tock. The C uppo t  the ecommendation o  thi  a e ment to be conducted 
a  a benchma k. 

e ment  o  the e t o tock  ill p ovide the ba i  o  the management o  the g ound i h 
i he ie  o  the We t Coa t o  the . . including p oviding cienti ic ba i  o  etting L  and 
BC  a  mandated by the agnu on teven  ct. The technical evie  ill take place du ing a 

o mal, public, multiple day meeting o  i he y tock a e ment expe t . a ticipation o  
exte nal, independent evie e  i  an e ential pa t o  the evie  p oce . The Te m  o  
Re e ence ToR  o  the pee  evie  a e attached in ex 2. The tentative agenda o  the panel 
evie  meeting i  attached in ex 3. 

e ire e  or E evie er  T o C E evie e  hall conduct an impa tial and 
independent pee  evie  in acco dance ith the oW and ToR  he ein. ne o  the C E evie e  

ill pa ticipate in all T R panel  held in 2015 to p ovide a level o  con i tency bet een the 
T R panel . The C E evie e  hall be active and engaged pa ticipant  th oughout panel 

di cu ion  and able to voice conce n , ugge tion , and imp ovement  hile e pect ully 
inte acting ith othe  evie  panel membe , advi o , and tock a e ment technical team . 
The C E e ie e  hall have excellent communication kill  in addition to o king kno ledge 
and ecent expe ience in i h population dynamic , ith expe ience in the integ ated analy i  
modeling a p oach, u ing age and ize t uctu ed model , u e o  C C to develop con idence 
inte val , and u e o  ene alized Linea  odel  in tock a e ment model . Each C E 
evie e  utie  hall not exceed a maximum o  14 day  to complete all o k ta k  o  the ee  
evie  de c ibed he ein. 

Loca io  o  Peer evie  o  the T R panel 1 evie , each C E evie e  hall conduct an 
independent pee  evie  du ing the panel evie  meeting e a ively c e le  i  ea le, 
Wa i g o  ri g e a e  o  ril 27 ro g  May 1, 2015. 
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a e e   Ta  Each C E evie e  hall complete the ollo ing ta k  in acco dance ith 
the oW and chedule o  ile tone  and elive able  he ein. 

io  to the ee  Revie : pon completion o  the C E evie e  election by the C E tee ing 
Committee  the C E hall p ovide the C E evie e  in o mation ull name, title, a iliation, 
count y, add e , email  to the C TR, ho o a d  thi  in o mation to the  oject 
Contact no late  than the date peci ie  in the chedule o  ile tone  and elive able . The C E 
i  e pon i le o  p oviding the oW and ToR  to the C E evie e . The  oject 
Contact i  e pon ible o  p oviding the C E evie e  ith the backg ound document , epo t , 
o eign nati nal ecu ity clea ance, and othe  in o mation conce ning pe tinent meeting 

a angeme t . The  oject Contact i  al o e pon ible o  p oviding the Chai  a copy o  
the oW in advance o  the panel evie  meeting. ny change  to the oW o  ToR  mu t be 
made th ough the C TR p io  to the commencement o  the pee  evie . 

o eign ational ecu ity Clea ance: When C E evie e  pa ticipate du ing a panel evie  
meeting at a gove nment acility, the  oject Contact i  e pon ible o  obtaining the 

o eign ational ecu ity Clea ance app oval o  C E evie e  ho a e non  citizen . o  
thi  ea on, the C E evie e  hall p vide eque ted in o mation e.g., i t and la t name, 
contact in o mation, gende , bi th date, pa po t numbe , count y o  pa po t, t avel date , 
count y o  citizen hip, count y o  cu ent e idence, and home count y  to the  oject 
Contact o  the pu po e o  thei  ecu ity clea ance, and thi  in o mation hall be ubmitted at 
lea t 30 da  be o e the pee  evie  in acco dance ith the  eemed Expo t Technology 
Cont ol og am  207 12 egulation  available at the eemed Expo t   eb ite: 
http://deemedexpo t .noaa.gov/ pon o .html. 

e evie  Backg ound ocument : T o eek  be o e the pee  evie , the  oject 
Contact ill end by elect onic mail o  make available at an T  ite  to the C E evie e  the 
nece a y backg ound in o mation and epo t  o  the pee  evie . n the ca e he e the 
document  need to be mailed, the  oject Contact ill con ult ith the C E Lead 
Coo dinato  on he e to end docume t . C E evie e  a e e pon ible only o  the p e evie  
document  that a e delive ed to the evie e  in acco dance to the oW cheduled deadline  
peci ied he ein. The C E evie e  hall ead all document  in p epa ation o  the pee  e ie . 
ocument  to be p ovided to the C E evie e  p io  to the T R anel meeting include: 

The cu ent d a t tock a e ment epo t ; 
The aci ic i he y anagement Council  cienti ic and tati tical Committee  Te m  
o  Re e ence o  tock e ment  and T R anel Revie ; 

tock ynthe i   ocumentation 
dditional uppo ting document  a  available. 
n elect onic copy o  the data, the pa amete , and the model u ed o  the a e ment  i  

eq e ted by evie e . 

anel Revie  eeting: Each C E evie e  hall conduct the independent pee  evie  in 
acco dance ith the oW and ToR , and hall not e ve in any othe  ole unle  peci ied he ein. 
Mo i ica io  o e oW a  To  ca o  e a e ri g e eer revie , a  a y oW 
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or To  i ica io  rior o e eer revie  all e a rove  y e OT  a  E 
Lea  oor i a or. Each C E evie e  hall actively pa ticipate in a p o e ional and e pect ul 
manne  a  a membe  o  the meeting evie  panel, and thei  pee  evie  ta k  hall be ocu ed on 
the ToR  a  peci ied he ein. The  oject Contact i  e pon ible o  any acility 
a angement  e.g., con e ence oom o  panel evie  meeting  o  telecon e ence a angement . 
The  oject Contact i  e pon ible o  en u ing that the Chai  unde tand  the cont actual 
ole o  the C E evie e  a  peci ied he ein. The C E Lead Coo dinato  can contact the oject 

Contact to con i m any pee  evie  a angement , including the meeting acility a angement . 

Cont act elive able   ndependent C E ee  Revie  Repo t : Each C E evie e  hall 
complete an independent pee  evie  epo t in acco dance ith the oW. Each C E evie e  
hall complete the independent pee  evie  acco ding to equi ed o mat and content a  

de c ibed i  nnex 1. Each C E evie e  hall complete the independent pee  evie  
add e ing each ToR a  de c ibed in nnex 2. 

the  Ta k  – Cont ibution to umma y Repo t: Each C E evie e  may a i t the Chai  o  the 
panel evie  meeting ith cont ibution  to the umma y Repo t, ba ed on the te m  o  e e ence 
o  the evie . Each C E evie e  i  not equi ed to each a con en u , and hould p ovide a 
b ie  umma y o  the evie e  vie  on the umma y o  inding  and conclu ion  eache  by 
the evie  anel in acco dance ith t e ToR . 

eci ic T  or E evie er  The ollo ing ch onological li t o  ta k  hall be 
completed y each C E evie e  in a timely manne  a  peci ied in the c e le o  Mile o e  
a  elivera le . 

1  Conduct nece a y p e evie  p epa ation , including the evie  o  backg ound mate ial 
and epo t  p ovided by the  oject Contact in advance o  the pee  evie . 

2  a ticipate du ing the T R anel 1 evie  meeting in e a ively c e le  i  ea le, 
Wa i g o  ri g e a e  o  ril 27 ro g  May 1, 2015 a  peci ied he ein, 
and conduct an independent pee  evie  in acco dance ith the ToR  ex 2 . 

3  o late  than May 15, 2015, each C E evie e  hall ubmit an independent pee  evie  
epo t add e ed to the “Cente  o  ndependent Expe t ,” and ent to . anoj 
hi lani, C E Lead Coo dinato , via email to hivlani @bell outh.net, and to . avid 
ie  C E Regional Coo dinato , via email to ddie@ a . ia i.edu. Each C E epo t 

hall be itten u ing the o mat and content equi ement  peci ied in nnex 1, and 
add e  each ToR in ex 2. 
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Te a ive c e le o  Mile o e  a  elivera le  C E hall complete the ta k  and 
delive able  de c ibed in thi  oW in acco dance ith the ollo ing chedule. 

a ch 24, 2015 C E end  evie e  contact in o mation to the C R, ho then end  thi  to 
the  oject Contact 

il 13, 2015  oject Contact end  the C E Revie e  the p e evie  document  

ril 27 ro g  
May 1, 2015 

Each evie e  pa ticipate  and conduct  an independent pee  evie  
du ing the panel evie  meeting 

ay 15, 2015 C E evie e  ubmit d a t C E independent pee  evie  epo t  t  the 
C E Lead Coo dinato  and C E Regional Coo dinato  

ay 29, 2015 C E ubmit  C E independent pee  evie  epo t  to the C R 

une 2, 2015 The C R di t ibute  the inal C E epo t  to the  oject Contact 
and egional Cente  i ecto  

Mo i ica io  o e a e e  o  Wor  Reque t  to modi y thi  oW mu t be app oved by 
the Cont acting ice  at lea t 15 o king day  p io  to making any pe manent ub titution . 
The Cont acting ice  ill noti y the C TR ithin 10 o king day  a te  eceipt o  all 
equi ed in o mation o  the deci ion on ub titution . The C TR can app ove change  to the 

mile tone date , li t o  p e evie  doc ment , and ToR  ithin the oW a  long a  the ole and 
ability o  the C E evie e  to complete the delive able in acco dance ith the oW i  not 
adve ely impacted. The oW and ToR  hall not be changed once the pee  evie  ha  be un. 

cce a ce o  elivera le  pon evie  and acceptance o  the C E independent pee  evie  
epo t  by the C E Lead Coo dinato , Regional Coo dinato , and tee ing Committee, the e 
epo t  hall be ent to the C TR o  inal app oval a  cont act delive able  ba ed on compliance 
ith the oW and ToR .  peci ied in the chedule o  ile tone  and elive able , the C E 

hall end via e mail the cont act delive able  C E independent pee  evie  epo t  to the 
C TR William ichael , via William. ichael @noaa.gov . 

lica le Per or a ce a ar  The cont act i  ucce ully completed hen the C TR 
p ovide  inal app oval o  the cont act delive able . The acceptance o  the cont act delive able  
hall be ba ed on th ee pe o mance tanda d : 
1  each C E epo t hall completed ith the o mat and content in acco dance ith ex 1, 
2  each C E epo t hall add e  each ToR a  peci ied in ex 2, 
3  the C E epo t  hall be delive ed in a timely manne  a  peci ied in the chedule o  

mile tone  and delive able . 

i ri io  o  rove  elivera le  pon acceptance by the C TR, the C E Lead 
Coo dinato  hall end via e mail the inal C E epo t  in *.  o mat to the C TR. The 
C TR ill di t ibute the C E epo t  to the  oject Contact and Cente  i ecto . 
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or  Per o el  

William ichael , C TR 
 ice o  cience and Technology 

1315 Ea t We t y, C3, / T4, ilve  p ing,  20910 
William. ichael @noaa.gov hone: 301 713 2363 ext 136 

llen himada, C TR 
 ice o  cience and Technol gy 

1315 Ea t We t y, C3, / T4  ilve  p ing,  20910 
llen. himada@noaa.gov hone: 301 427 8174 

anoj hi lani, C E Lead Coo dinato  
o the n Taiga entu e , nc. 

10600 W 131st Cou t, iami, L 33186 
hivlanim@bell outh.net hone: 305 383 4229 

Key Per o el  
im a tie 
ational a ine i he ie  e vice, 

2725 ontlake Blvd. E, 
eattle W  98112 
im. a tie@noaa.gov hone: 206 860 3412 

tacey ille ,  oject Contact 
ational a ine i he ie  e vice, 
louce te ,   
tacey. ille @noaa.gov hone: 978 281 9203 
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ex 1  For a  a  o e  o  E e e e  Peer evie  e or  

1. The C E independent epo t hall be p e aced ith an Executive umma y p oviding a conci e 
umma y o  the inding  and ecommendation , and peci y hethe  the cience evie ed i  

the be t cienti ic in o mation available. 

2. The mai  body o  the evie e  epo t hall con i t o  a Backg ound, e c iption o  the 
ndividual Revie e  Role in the Revie  ctivitie , umma y o  inding  o  each ToR in 
hich the eakne e  and t ength  a e de c ibed, and Conclu ion  and Recommendation  in 

acco dance ith the ToR . 

a. Revie e  hould de c ibe in thei  o n o d  the evie  activitie  completed du ing the 
panel evie  meeting, including p viding a b ie  umma y o  inding , o  the cience, 
conclu ion , and ecommendation . 

b. Revie e  hould di cu  thei  independent vie  on each ToR even i  the e e e 
con i te t ith tho e o  othe  paneli t , and e pecially he e the e e e dive gent vie . 

c. Revie e  hould elabo ate on any point  ai ed in the umma y Repo t that they eel might 
equi e the  cla i ication. 

d. Revie e  hall p ovide a c itique o  the  evie  p oce , including ugge tion  o  
imp ovement  o  both p oce  and oduct . 

e. The C E independent epo t hall be a tand alone document o  othe  to unde tand t e 
eakne e  and t ength  o  the cience evie ed, ega dle  o  hethe  o  not they ead the 

umma y epo t. The C E independent epo t hall be an independent pee  evie  o  each 
ToR , and hall not imply epeat the content  o  the umma y epo t. 

3. The evie e  epo t hall include the ollo ing appendice : 

ppendi  1: 
ppendi  2: 
ppendi  3: 

Bibliog aphy o  mate ial  p ovided o  evie  
 copy o  the C E tatement o  Wo k 
anel embe hip o  othe  pe tinent in o mation om the panel evie  meeting. 
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ex 2  Ter  o  e ere ce or e Peer evie  

oc  e e  evie  T  Pa el 1 

1. Become amilia  ith the d a t tock a e ment document , data input , and analytical 
model  along ith othe  pe tinent in o mation e.g. p eviou  a e ment  and T R panel 
epo t hen available  p io  to evie  panel meeting. 

2. i cu  the technical me it  and de iciencie  o  the input data and analytical method  du ing 
the open evie  panel meeting. 

3. Evaluate model a umption , e timate , and majo  ou ce  o  unce tainty. 

4. ovide con t uctive ugge tion   cu ent imp ovement  i  technical de iciencie  o  majo  
ou ce  o  unce tainty a e identi ied. 

5. ete mine hethe  the cience e ie ed i  con ide ed to be the be t cienti ic in o mation 
available. 

6. When po ible, p ovide peci ic ugge tion  o  utu e imp ovement  in any elevant a pect  
o  data collection and t eatment, modeling app oache  and technical i ue , di e entiating 
bet een the ho t te m and longe te m time ame. 

7. ovide a b ie  de c iption on panel evie  p oceeding  highlighting pe tinent di cu ion , 
i ue , e ectivene , and ecommendation . 
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Check in with –STAT_1 

Presentation of Assessment 1 
- Overview of data and modeling 

ex 3  Te a ive ge a 

S o  n  i w ST  P n l  
Hotel Deca 

 B k y  Av  E, S tt , WA  
Seattle, Washington 

ril 27 ro g  May 1, 2015 

Monday, April 27 
Welcome and Introductions 8:30 a.m. 

9:15 a.m. Review the Draft Agenda and Discuss Meeting Format (Chair) 
- Review Terms of Reference (TOR) for assessments and STAR panel 
 - Assign reporting duties 
- Discuss and agree to format for the final assessment document  
- Agree on time and method for accepting public comments 

9:30 a.m. 

12:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 

Lunch (On Your Own) Q&A 
session with STAT_1 
STAR Panel discussion 

- Panel develops written request for additional model runs / analyses 
3:30 p.m. Presentation of Assessment_2 (if time allows) 

 - Overview of data and modeling 
5:30 p.m. Adjourn for Day. 

Tuesday, April 28 
8:30 a.m. Continue Presentation of Assessment_2  

-- Overview of data and modeling 
Lunch (On Your Own) 12:00 p.m. 

1:30 p.m. Q&A Session with STAT_ 2 
Panel Discussion 

- Panel develops written request for additional model runs / analyses 
4:30 p.m. 
5:30 p.m. Adjourn for Day. 
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  S o  n  i w ST  P n l  

Wednesday, April 29 
8:30 a.m. Presentation of First Set of Model Runs 

- Q&A session with STAT_1 & Panel discussion 
- Panel develops request for second round of model runs / analyses –STAT_1 

12:00 p.m. Lunch 
1:30 p.m. Presentation of First Set of Model Runs 

- Q&A session –STAT_2 & panel discussion 
- Panel develops request for second round of model runs / analyses –STAT_2. 

5:30 p.m. Adjourn for day. 

Thursday, April 30 
8:30 a.m. Presentation of Second Set of Model Runs 

- Q&A session –STAT_1 & panel discussion 
- Agreement of preferred model and model runs for decision table -
 Panel continues drafting STAR report. 
Lunch (On Your Own) 12:00 p.m.  

1:00 p.m. Presentation of Second Set of Model Runs 
- Q&A session –STAT_2 & panel discussion 
- Agreement of preferred model and model runs for decision table -
 Panel continues drafting STAR report. 

4:00 p.m. Continue Panel Discussion or Drafting STAR Panel Report 
5:30 p.m. Adjourn for day. 

Friday, May 1 
8:30 a.m. Consideration of Remaining Issues 

- Review decision tables for assessments 
Panel Report Drafting Session  
Lunch (on your own) 
Review First Draft of STAR Panel Report 

10:00 a.m.  
12:00 p.m.  
2:00 p.m.  
4:00 p.m. 

5:30 p.m. Review Panel Adjourn. 

Panel Agrees to Process for Completing Final STAR Report by 
Council’s June Meeting Briefing Book Deadline 
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Appendix 3:  List of participants 
 
STAR Panel Members  
Tom Jagielo, Scientific and Statistical Committee, Panel Chair  
Neil Klaer, Center for Independent Experts  
Stuart Reeves, Center for Independent Experts  
James Ianelli, NMFS Alaska Fisheries Science Center  
 
Stock Assessment Team (STAT) Members   
Vladlena Gertseva, NMFS Northwest Fisheries Science Center 
Sean Matson, NMFS West Coast Region 
 
STAR Panel Advisors  
Daniel Erickson, Oregon Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, Groundfish Management Team  
Dan Waldeck, Pacific Whiting Conservation Cooperative, Groundfish Advisory Subpanel  
John DeVore, Pacific Fishery Management Council  
  
	  

 


